INTRODUCTION
During recent decades violence against Christians in India has increased significantly. In spite of this development the issue has received relatively little scholarly attention. 1 Likewise, despite the massive transformation of the newspaper business, which has made contemporary India one of the largest newspaper markets in the world, 2 only few studies have been done on the news coverage of religious minorities in India. In this article, we aim to contribute to both these areas of research. Using a critical discourse analysis, we examine the everyday representation of violence and harassment against Christians in the two largest English daily newspapers in India, Times of India and The Hindu. As pointed out by David A. Stout, news media is one of the main channels through which people gain knowledge about religion. 3 They thus influence attitudes and ideas that may play a significant role for the intensity of conflicts and can facilitate or endanger the possibility of peaceful coexistence. We, therefore, consider the study Violence against Christians in India 63 of media representations to be an important tool to gain a better understanding of the underlying dynamics of violence against Christians in India.
Background
The 19 th century was a crucial transition period in the long history of Christianity in India. It was then that modernity began in earnest to transform South Asia, for example, through the railway and the introduction of western style higher education. In the intermingling of the old and the new, the stirrings of Hindu reform introduced by Ram Mohan Roy had by the end of the 19 th century through organizations like Arya Samaj, been partly transformed into a Hindu nationalist movement. Some Indians therefore considered, not surprisingly, conversion to Christianity as a threat to the nation and as a way for foreign powers to increase their control over India. 4 Nevertheless, it was not until the 20 th century that the Hindutva (that is, 'hinduness') ideology was more thoroughly formulated. In 1920, Vinayal Damodar Savarkar published Hindutva, Who is a Hindu, often considered the foundational text of the movement, in which he argued that the conceptualization of an Indian national identity must rest on the ideology of Hindutva. 5 In this way, one of the pillars of India's national identity becomes a common Hindu culture, to which all citizens of India should adhere. As a consequence, Christianity and Islam, religions of foreign origin, were considered to be threats to the Hindu rashtra. Indian Christians and Muslims were accordingly portrayed as being parts of the Hindu race that ought to be reintegrated into Hindu society.
Another competing perspective instead brought the two principles of the nation state and secularity together in a vision of India as a 'secular' state. This failed in part through the partition in 1947 and the creation of Pakistan as a Muslim state. However, the union, later republic, India, was founded as a democratic state with religious freedom as a basic principle. It needs to be pointed out, though, as does T. N. Madan in his article "Indian Secularism", that this does not entail a strict separation between state and religion (or church) but rather that "the state is expected to honor all religions, and not construct a wall of separation between them and itself." 6 In such a vision all religions coexist with equal legitimacy within the framework of a tolerant democratic state.
In the shaping of the Constitution after Independence there was a need to channel the different views of the major religious groups into a common direction. Sebastian Kim argues that even if most nationalist leaders were adherents of a secular ideology, there was a bias in favor of the Hindu majority.
7 Hence, the Constitution Assembly became the arena of a struggle between the Hindu majority and the minorities regarding the idea and practice of religious conversion. Christians argued that the right to change religion was a fundamental right for each individual. Those speaking against conversion, on the other hand, meant that it was an insult and that it undermined other religions, showing a lack of religious tolerance. Moreover, it was argued that conversions disturb the harmony of society and that it would be used for political ends. 8 In the end, however, no law against conversion was written into the Constitution, and instead all citizens were ensured the right to "freely profess, practice and propagate their religion." 19 In these studies, the focus is primarily on the task of understanding the socio-political origins of anti-Christian violence, and the impact of the Hindu nationalistic movement on the Christian community. The perspective of our study differs, as it deals with media representations and particularly with the construction of violence and harassment against Christians in daily newspapers.
Theoretical Framework
The present study is inspired by the approach of critical discourse analysis (CDA), which is a specific branch within the larger field of discourse analysis (DA), employed by inter alia Tuen A. van CDA from other discourse analysis approaches is that it seeks to reach beyond the description of discourse, and investigate in what way and why particular discourses are produced. Fairclough has developed a threedimensional framework for critical discourse analysis of communicative events, in which he distinguishes between "text," "discourse practice" and "socio-cultural practice." 26 Our study focuses on the text and its relation to the sociocultural practice. This means that the discourse practice (that is, text production, distribution and consumption) is not in focus.
Obviously, this generates a gap, since we will neither consider the structural practices behind the production of the news, nor the decoding of the text by the consumer.
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The analysis schema that has been employed is partly based on a CDA questionnaire created by Peter Berglez for the analysis of newspaper articles. 28 It consists of six different parts that elucidate both the macro-textual-level, the text's all-embracing characteristics (e.g. its thematic and schematic structure), and the micro-textual-level, that is, the details of discourse (e.g. wording, naming, sentence construction and implicit meanings).
Material
The data for the study comprises 20 articles published in the online versions of Times of India (11 articles) and The Hindu (9 articles), during the period from December 28, 2011 to February 12, 2012. The time frame was chosen as a random sample, and its rather limited scope means that the study cannot provide a comprehensive picture of how Christians are covered in media. Rather, it is a qualitative case study of the everyday representation of violence against Christians in two daily newspapers, and its results need to be explored in more extensive studies.
In the process of collection of material, two main criteria were applied. First, the lead story should be related to violence and harassment of Christians. Consequently, if an article only mentioned the subject, it was sifted out. However, the articles are not limited to reports of the actual violence, but they also contain stories of protests, arrests, and interviews with victims etc. The second main criterion was that it should be clear that the violence or harassment was directed towards Christians because they were Christians. This means that articles have been put aside in which Christians, among others, are described as subjected to violence or maltreatment. All articles that fulfill the two criteria during the mentioned period were collected.
Results and Analysis
The coverage of violence and harassment against Christians in the articles is characterized by the dominance of news relating to Christian protests against violent attacks committed against them. 29 In half of the articles, this is the lead-story. As can be expected, this colors the discourse. The leadstories of the other ten articles are as follows: two discussions of newly published reports on violence against Christians in India; three articles accusing Christians of conversion by allurement and force; four short reports about victims of violence; and one report on an arrest of perpetrators. A general tendency within the articles is that Christians have a rather good access to discourse, which is not self-evident considering that earlier studies have shown that minorities tend to lack access to public discourse. 30 However, this presence consists mainly of the voices of the Christian elite: leaders of Christian organizations, pastors and priests.
Constructing Christians As the majority of the articles focus on Christians protesting in organized forms against violence committed against them, a representation of Christians as an energetic and well organized group emerges. This picture is reinforced by the other articles. For example, converted Christians who have been exposed to systematic marginalization in Manipur have set up a trust to improve their situation, 31 and a "racial profiling of Christians" in Madhya Pradesh caused Christians to protest to the Chief Minister, who stopped the process. 32 In other words, the journalists tend to narrate stories of Christians as a politically conscious and active group. On the other hand, Christians are also depicted as a group that does not possess the means or influence to unaided change of its situation. Hence, this gives rise to a discourse of vulnerability. As one would expect, this is most explicitly expressed in the four short reports about particular victims of violence. These articles are characterized by wording such as "living in fear" 33 and "facing persecution."
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In addition to these two general representations of Christians, one can find two other contrasting discourses about Christians; one that is influenced by the Hindu nationalistic ideology and the other characterized by references to elements of the Indian form of secularism. The latter discourse arises chiefly in the self-identity construction by Christians and Christian organizations. The idiom 'Indian minority' is frequently used and connected to privileges such as the right to protection and freedom to practice their religion. The secularist discourse is utilized by Christians in three different ways. First, it is used as a springboard for Christians to claim their legal rights (primarily the right to protection). Second, it is used to construct the identity of the Christian community as an Indian minority that is an integrated part of Indian society. Lastly, the ideas are employed Violence against Christians in India 67
by Christian organizations to underline the identity of India as a secular and democratic country, a characteristic for such a country being that it takes care of its minorities.
The other discourse, which bears Hindu nationalistic underpinnings, constructs Christians as immoral and corrupt by accusing them of alluring and forcing non-Christians to convert to Christianity. In this discourse Christians are, due to the phenomenon of conversion, constructed as a growing threat within India. It has been highlighted by several scholars that a key element in the Hindutva discourse is the construction of religious minorities as an inner threat. 35 This study reveals that such a discourse is also found in Times of India and The Hindu. Moreover, the finding of a tendency according to which Christians are pictured as immoral and corrupt corresponds with a general trend within news media to portray minorities negatively.
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Accusations that Christians are forcing or alluring people to convert are found in more than half of the articles. However, these accusations are part of quotations or the retelling of statements, and are not articulated by the journalists themselves. In other words, the journalists do not themselves connect Christians with these acts. On the other hand, they choose to include these comments and rarely state if there is any truth in the accusations. Moreover, they seldom criticize the statements or present a contrasting perspective. The readers are thus left to decide on their own whether there is any truth in the accusations. This tendency may be part of the journalistic tendency to report news in as neutral mode as possible. However, as the articles seldom include any contrasting viewpoint, the neutrality is tilted in one direction. The journalists as a result become knowingly or unwillingly active in reproducing the discourse of Christians as an immoral group and a growing threat within the country.
A central issue in most works concerning Christians of India is how the caste system affects the Christian community. This is hardly surprising in view of the fact that half of India's Christians come from a Dalit background and between 15-20% from an adivasi (tribal) background. 37 Furthermore, it has been argued that a major cause of violence against Christians is the fear of empowerment of low caste and tribal groups, which challenges the social-economic establishment. 38 Nevertheless, the theme of caste or adivasi was only mentioned in four articles. In one, it was a key aspect of the story about a Dalit family living under threat. The other articles brought up caste in the following contexts (a) persecution against Christian adivasi villages has become more widespread; 39 Who's to Blame? In the articles there is a significant lack of information concerning the perpetrators behind the attacks, and only one article has an arrest as its lead-story. It is not unreasonable to expect there to be an interest on the part of the authorities to show that these criminals have been arrested, or at least that there is a public interest in knowing who stands behind the attacks. Nonetheless, it seems the topic is mostly avoided. In total there are only five attributes associated with the perpetrators; these are a) belonging to Hindu groups b) being Muslims c) being non-Christians d) being taxofficials e) being "gang members from Sarjapur." 42 As these attributes are scattered and presented in very different contexts, it is not possible to frame a discourse concerning the perpetrators; they are at best described as unknown. 43 Patricia Spyer has made a similar observation (regarding unknown perpetrators) in her research on journalistic narrative strategies concerning conflicts and warfare in the Moluccas, Indonesia. 44 In interviews, the journalists explain how they choose not to identify particular groups involved in violence in order to prevent the articles from fueling more hatred and violence. Spyer, however, argues that this minimalistic form of reporting on violence may have the opposite effect. Since there is no context or specific perpetrators named, violence in different circumstances begin to look alike and may lead to a growing fear since it potentially can occur anywhere. To draw any conclusions in this study concerning the reason behind the lack of information is not possible considering the restricted nature of the material. Reasons could be as varying as that the police do not dispense information, that the group identity of the perpetrators is self-evident for both the writer and the reader or that there is a power interest behind the shielding of the perpetrators. Irrespective, it may increase fear among Christians, as Spyer suggests, as well as function as a cover for the perpetrators since they become invisible to the public. The two newspapers are thus unwillingly or willingly part of a process shielding an unknown violent agent behind the attacks on Christians.
In contrast to the invisible perpetrators, there is a distinct discourse claiming that it is primarily the politicians who are to blame for the continuing attacks on Christians. This accusation is primarily presented by Christians and Christian organizations, but is also put forward by the journalists on their own initiative. The discourse is characterized by formulations such as: "Archbishop of Bangalore Nernard Moras also observes that the State Government had 'failed to safeguard the Christian minority'" 45 and "Mr. Saldanaha said that the Government of Karnataka should 'state whether it is capable of protecting each and every section of society' according to its Constitutional mandate." 46 The discourse of political responsibility rests on the presumption that the government and state governments are bound to protect minorities according to the Constitution, and when they are not taking this responsibility, they are guilty for the continuing attacks. Hence, in the majority of the articles, the focus moves from the perpetrators committing the assaults to a criticism of politicians for not protecting Christians properly.
These charges can be divided into two categories: accusations that stress the passivity of the state, and accusations that claim that the The criticism that the politicians in power are passive draws mainly on three observations: (a) political silence in the face of violent attacks, (b) that the police and the judiciary are not acting "effectively" and (c) the delay in implementing laws against communal violence. In contrast to the critique of a state actively involved in persecution, the characterization of politicians as passive is at times strengthened by conclusions drawn by the journalist. For example, when a sharia court expelled two pastors from Kashmir, a journalist stated: "Although this court has no legal sanctity, political parties have remained silent." 53 Commentaries from politicians appear only four times in the articles. They include (a) the interrogation of violated Christians by the Minority Commission (an agency created to protect minorities) 54 (b) a comment by a tax official who performed a raid against a priest, saying he was only following orders from his headquarters 55 (c) a BJP politician, the vice president for a Minority Cell, accusing a pastor, who had been harassed, for conversions 56 and (d) the denial by the Home Minister of Madhya Pradesh that any attacks against churches had occurred, despite a news report mentioning 15 attacks in the state during 2011. It is reported that: "when asked for comment on the case involving RSS and VHP supporters destroying Bibles and beating up a pastor besides looting the place, the home minister disconnected the phone." 57 The above comments and actions by politicians strengthen the discourse of politicians as condoning the persecution of Christians. It should be mentioned that there are four exceptions to this picture of compliant passivity, when a public authority is actually portrayed as doing something to counteract the violence. In three instances, the articles describe the police arresting suspects. In another article, it is stated that the Chief Minister in Madhya Pradesh intervened on a "racial profiling of Christians" after protests. 58 Within the period of this study, a persecution of Christians in Kashmir broke out. According to one article it was caused by a remark from a Sharia court that accused three pastors of "luring the valley Muslims to Christianity." 59 In three articles, the Muslim religious establishment is depicted as nurturing and driving the persecution. On the other hand, in other articles Muslims are depicted as protesting together with Christians against violent attacks, as well as being targets of attacks by Hindu groups. The construction of the relationship between Christians and Muslims is consequently multifaceted. The three articles from Kashmir bring complexity to the frequently one-sided depiction that behind the violence and harassment of Christians stand Hindu nationalist groups. At the same time, it must be recognized that Kashmir is a special case and has to be seen in a larger context that involves Pakistan.
The Controversy over Conversion
An issue that is much disputed in the articles, as well as being portrayed as the dominant motive for attacking Christians, is that of conversion. In fact, apart from conversion only one other motive is once mentioned, that is, Christians being targeted as Naxalites in Maharashtra. 60 The reason behind anti-Christian violence in India is evidently not this one-sided, 61 but in the everyday representation provided in these news articles a stereotypical story emerges of conversion as the cause for attacks.
In analyzing the articles, it became apparent that the word 'conversion' did not seem to refer to a person adopting a new religion, but something to which persons are subjected. It does not denote the idea of an autonomous individual choosing a religion; instead 'conversion' signifies the process in which persons are forced to leave their allegedly natural religious identity. Typical formulations are "two warned against conversion", 62 "even prayer meetings are being accused to be attempts at conversion" 63 and "leveling baseless allegation of conversion against pastor of…" 64 Furthermore, Christians are frequently accused of forcing people or alluring them with, for example, bribes. The notion of conversion seems to carry some implicit understandings, which are (a) that it is an immoral action, connected with allurement and force (b) that it is provoking strong emotional response (e.g. "A few weeks ago, the mere rumor that a few boys in a Ganderbal village had converted led to raids by…" 65 and (c) that Christians are involved in these type of actions. The understanding of the phenomenon of conversion and the use of the term in news media thus seem to have been influenced by the Hindu nationalistic anticonversion discourse, as well as the discourse of anti-conversion laws. Rita Manchanda has stressed that the Hindutva movement is increasingly gaining influence over discourse in mainline media, for instance by naturalizing terminologies and phrases. 66 For example, Manchanda points out that "media played a vital role in the in the (sic) construction of a public discourse in which the four hundred-year-old Babri Masjid was converted into 'a disputed structure,'" hence, quietly being part of legitimizing the demolishment of the mosque in Ayodhya. 67 That the word 'conversion' implicitly seems to mean 'forced conversion' or 'conversion by allurement' is most likely an example of the increased influence of Hindu nationalism on public discourse, as well as the anti-conversion laws.
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Significantly, there seem to be parts of the Muslim community in Kashmir that are using a similar rhetoric of conversion. The context of Kashmir is of course exceptional, as the region is living through one of the most serious conflicts confronting India during the last decades. The fact that the stories from Kashmir contain the strongest accusations concerning forced conversions may be an affect of the tensions in the region. A journalist writes: "even educated people this reporter spoke to believe sex, booze and money is the only reason why anyone would convert to Christianity."
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The same article finishes by stating that such an accusation is an "indictment they shall have to learn to live with."
It is noteworthy that the persons who are subjected to 'conversion activities' are rarely questioned about their experiences in the articles. When they are, they appear to be surprised that somebody considers their conversion to be forced and deny this. Only once does a person claim that he has been subjected to some kind of coercion. However, the story is portrayed as exaggerated by the journalist, who does not seem to believe it. A young Muslim boy states that he was forced to drink "swine blood" by Christians, and now is "progressively addicted to alcohol, women, money, drugs and the promise of weapons." 69 The journalist finishes the story with the conclusion: "The story of a Class 10 student reads like a film script."
Conclusion
During the most recent decades violence and harassment against Christians in India have increased significantly. In contrast to HinduMuslim violence, which has been widely studied, violence against the Christian minority is relatively unexplored. As news media play a vital role in the shaping of public discourse concerning religious groups, investigating their reporting is of importance. In this article, we have focused on articles in two Indian newspapers (Times of India and The Hindu) during the first two months of 2012. Our analysis showed that the representation of Christians and the violence against them is multi-faceted. The result stands in contrast to Avinash Kumar's findings concerning the Muslim community, which showed that the portrayal of Muslims is predominantly negative. Instead the results of this study indicate a higher degree of complexity. 70 The news articles do not present a univocal construction either of the social identity of Christians or of the violence committed against them. In others words, there is not one distinct and systematic 'neutral' language in the articles. Instead, the newspapers constitute an arena of struggle between different discourses. Most notable are the discourses influenced by ideas connected to forms of Indian secularism and ideas related to Hindu nationalism.
In regards to the latter, the findings support previous studies that have indicated that the influence over public discourse and mass media by the Hindutva movement is substantial. In our study, this is most evident concerning the discourse of conversion. The word is not used to refer to a person freely choosing a new religion, but to an immoral act where Christians are forcing or alluring people to abandon their 'natural' religious identity. This is in line with the understanding of religious identity in the Indian anti-conversion laws. It is worrying that both The Hindu and Times of India have adopted this discourse, as the accusation is dubious and can only strengthen the legitimacy of violence and harassment against Christians.
Moreover, the articles unanimously depict conversion as the reason behind attacks (only one other reason was once mentioned). This constitutes a simplification of the tensions between Hindus and Christians, so that only a stereotyped story of conversion as the cause of violence was offered by the newspapers.
The discourse influenced by the idea of India as a secular state caring equally for all religious groups constructs Christians as an Indian religious minority and is primarily put forward by the Christians themselves, who in the articles have a rather good access to discourse. It is, among other things, utilized as a springboard for Christians to claim their legal rights (primarily the right to protection). In stressing the identity of India as a secular and democratic country, the characteristics of such a country are highlighted, among other things being that it takes care of its minorities.
Lastly, the articles give practically no attention to the perpetrators, who become invisible in the news. Instead the claims are put forward that it is primarily the Indian political authorities who are to blame for the continuing attacks against Christians. The central and state governments are accused of being passive in the face of violence and the latter in some cases as being actively involved in the persecution.
The result of our study has its limitations and can only provide some features to be explored more fully in more extensive studies. Research incorporating a larger number of news media can give a more comprehensive picture of the representation of the Christian minority. Moreover, in present-day India, for example, Hindi-language newspapers have a prominent position and it is thus of importance to examine also their constructions of Christians, especially in terms of questions relating to violence and conversion. 29 The Christian minority in India is a very diverse group, made up by approximately 150 denominations; see Lobo, "Persecution of Indian Christians." However, in news articles Christians are mostly only referred to as 'Christians', without clarifying the denominational belonging. We have chosen to follow this choice of wording. This is of course not unique for Christians, but applies with even more force to the notion of 'Hindus.' 30 See e.g. Sari Pietikäinen, "Indigenous Identity
